
DAV Pt. SR PUBLIC SCHOOL BHANJANAGAR 

HOLIDAY HOMEWORK 

CLASS-III 

SL NO SUBJECT  HOMEWORK 

1 ENGLISH  Write one page handwriting regularly and send me through WhatsApp 

 By heart the answers of I speak, I Say I Talk, Dolphin and At the Zoo 
chapter. 

 Do the worksheet of first two chapters in your English grammar book. 

 Practice book reading regularly. 

2 HINDI 1)हह हहह हह हहह हहहहहह हहहहहहहह हहहहह ह  
2)हह हहहह हह हहहह हह हहहहह हहहहहह ह  
3)हहहह हहहह हहहहह हह हहहहहह हहहहह ह 
 4)हहहह हहहहहहहह हह ू हहह हह हहहह ,हहहह हह 
हहहहह हह हहहहह हहहहह ह  
5)हह ' हहह ' हहहह हहहह हहहहह ह  
6)हह 'हहह' हहहह हहहह हहहहह ह  
7)हहहह हहह ू ू हहहह हहह हहह हह हह हहहह हहहहहह , 
हहह हहहह हहह हहहहह ह 

3 MATHS 1. Practice chapter 01 – Numbers up to 9999 
2. Write the number name of   

 4,567  

 2,453 

 1,678 

 6,983 

 5,092 

 8,001 

 6,100 

 3,562 

 6,983 

 3,182 

3. Write the place value of bolded numbers 
 2,674 

 5,712 

 5,097 

 1,543 

 9,319 

 3,615 

 6,981 

 

4 SCIENCE 1. Draw the pictures of each sense organs and write their functions in a chart 
paper. 
2. Prepare of chart of 10 healthy habits to take care of our sense organs. 
3. Collect the pictures of herb, shrub, creeper, climbers and trees in your 
scrap book. 
4. Make  a greeting card by collecting birthday card. 
 

5 SOCIAL 
SCIENCE 

1.Write 10 lines about your family.  
2.Where your causin brother and sister live also mention its reason.  
3.Collect the pic of your Maternal and paternal grand parents and paste it in a 



 

chart paper.  
4.Make a family album including your Uncle and aunt and causin brother and 
sister.  
5.Make a Handicrafts items.  
6.Make a rangoli in a big chart paper.  
7.Collect a pic of any enjoyable moment which you celebrate together and 
paste it in your copy.  
8.Make a political map of India with its state and capital.  
9.Make a political map of India and show 8Union territories with capital.  
10.Write 10lines about your mother also paste a beautiful pic of your mother.  
 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 


